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QUESTION: 78
Which two meters can the administrator use for the system capacity calculation when
the FailOverPolicy of a service group is set to BiggestAvailable? (Select two.)

A. Network
B. Swap
C. Storage
D. Semaphores
E. CPU

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 79
DRAG DROP
Match all five Veritas Cluster Server global cluster options on the left to the
corresponding definitions on the right.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 80
The service group named websg is currently online on the sys3 node. All other nodes are
running. Consider the following partial main.cf file:

What happens to the websg service group if the administrator inadvertently shuts down a
critical resource outside of the cluster?

A. nothing; the FailOverPolicy is Priority
B. it will switch to the sys1 node
C. it will switch to the sys2 node
D. nothing; the service group is frozen

Answer: C

QUESTION: 81
Veritas Cluster Server supports the Intelligent Monitoring Framework (IMF) which
assists clustered environments by reducing polling overhead and failure detected times.
Which two agents are IMF aware? (Select two.)

A. DiskGroup
B. NFS
C. DNS
D. IP
E. Process

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 82
Which two standard Veritas Cluster Server resource types can determine if an
application is taken offline unexpectedly outside the cluster’s control? (Select two.)

A. Process
B. FileOnOnly
C. CoordPoint
D. Application
E. Phantom

Answer: A, E

QUESTION: 83
An administrator wants to install InfoScale Availability.
Which hardware requirement ensures successful installation of Veritas Cluster Server?

A. at least one SCSI or Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter per system
B. at least one dedicated Ethernet interface per system for private interconnects
C. all shared storage disks support SCSI-3 Persistent Reservations
D. gigabit Ethernet using enterprise-class switches for private interconnects

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 84
Which action is performed by the CoordPoint agent?

A. Is registers cluster nodes with coordination disks and coordination point servers.
B. It monitors only the coordination point server.
C. It monitors cluster node registrations with coordination point servers and SCSI-3
disks.
D. It removes offline cluster nodes from the coordination point servers.

Answer: C
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